YOUR MISSION: TO EXPLORE THE FAR REACHES OF THE BODY!!

Hi, I'm Medicine Man. I'm going to take you on a special journey around your body with my two friends Sophie and Gary.

We're going to concentrate on blood because blood is the body's main life support. It carries oxygen breathed in through the lungs together with food to nourish the body.

Dive! Dive! Dive!
Now hold tight for the first journey of the microsub, Discovery!

Wow! Medicine man, it's really dark inside this body!

Yeah, and all the body parts are a kind of pinky brown colour.

What are those spongy things? Like two plumped up pillows?

Those are lungs. They can hold up to 6 litres of air.

Hold tight guys! I think he's going to breathe in again.

When you go to the doctor he tells you to breathe in and out then puts a stethoscope on your chest to hear how well you are breathing. When we breathe in our lungs fill up with air which contains something very important called oxygen that we need to keep us alive. Oxygen goes into our blood.

Woosh!

The lungs are in your chest aren't they medicine man? But what's that resting in that hollow against the left lung?

Microsub Log - Lung Fact
Your lungs have 750 million little tubes and capsules. If these were laid out flat they would cover an entire tennis court.
That big muscle is called the heart and it pumps blood around the body in one minute flat. In your lifetime it beats 4 billion times and pumps over 300 million litres of blood... enough to fill 5,000 swimming pools.

I always thought it was heart shaped.

No, it's actually a sort of blob shape with four big blood vessels hanging out of the top and it never stops beating, even when you're asleep.

Your heart isn't the only part of your body that beats, is it medicine man?

No, Sophie, the nurse can feel blood being pumped by the heart in the side of your wrist and on the sides of your neck. That's why when the nurse takes your pulse she feels these areas to see how frequently your heart is pumping.

Microsub Log: Blood fact
One tiny drop of blood contains three super heroes... 7,000 white cells that fight off any germs that get inside your body... 50,000 platelets - like little elves who stop bleeding by locking their arms together to plug the holes in your blood vessels, and 5 million red blood cells that carry oxygen around your body.
My dad says that blood flowing round the body is called circulation.

He's right Gary... there are two main kinds of blood vessel... arteries that carry blood filled with oxygen, and veins that carry blood filled with carbon dioxide and other waste material.

Tell us more about blood, medicine man.

Blood is vital. In order for you to live and your body contains five litres of the stuff. It delivers the food and oxygen needed to keep your cells going!

What happens if you lose blood through an accident or during an operation?
You can lose one third of your blood without harm but if you lose half of your blood you’d be very ill.

Blood isn’t really red. It’s yellow with red bits floating in it. The yellow stuff is called plasma and is 90% water and 10% chemicals such as molecules and minerals that your cells require in order to stay healthy.

What are those red and white things over there, medicine man?

Microsub Log - Blood Fact
Your body contains about 60,000 miles of blood vessels. If you laid them end to end they would circle the Earth twice!

Oh, they’re two superheroes that your body can’t do without. The red blood cells carry oxygen and give the blood its red colour and the white cells help to defend your body against germs.

Microsub Log - Blood Fact
In one day your heart pumps enough blood to fill a 10,000 litre tanker!

I think we’re under attack... something is attacking the body!!
DON'T WORRY ABOUT THEM... THAT'S BARON BACTERIA, VERY VIOLENT VIRUS AND THE GRUESOME GERM. THEY'RE TRYING TO GIVE THE BODY AN INFECTION BUT THERE'S PLENTY OF WHITE CELLS BETWEEN HIM AND THE VIRUS TO HELP FIGHT THEM OFF!

LOOK... THE WHITE CELL IS STICKING TO BARON BACTERIA AND SURROUNDING HIM AND THE VIRUS AND ALL THE GERM HAVE BEEN SWALLOWED UP!

NEVER FEAR... THE WHITE CELLS ARE HERE. DURING AN INFECTION, SPECIAL WHITE BLOOD CELLS KILL GERMS BY PRODUCING LITTLE HELPERS CALLED ANTIBODIES...

ANTIBODIES REMEMBER ALL THE DIRTY TRICKS THAT THE GERM PLAYED ON YOUR BODY IN THE PAST AND THEY STAY IN YOUR BODY TO STOP THE SAME GERM FROM ATTACKING AGAIN!!
Phew, that was close... I also learned at school that plenty of exercise, sleep and healthy eating can help fight bacteria as well...

Absolutely right! Talking of sleep and rest... Our journey through the body is almost over. Thanks for coming aboard, Microsub Discovery...

'Bye, kids!

'Bye Medicine Man!

Come on Sophie, I'll race you...

That will keep our hearts pumping!
RECEIVING A BLOOD TRANSFUSION

There are lots of reasons why children just like you need extra blood. Your body is filled from top to toe with blood but for different reasons you may need a top up. This top up is called a blood transfusion... and now meet two of my brave friends who needed a blood transfusion.

Remember Gary? He loves riding his bike, playing in the park and computers. His favourite food is sausages and mash with tomato sauce. Gary fell off his bike and lost a lot of blood. The blood was replaced by giving him a blood transfusion.

This is Sophie. She loves pop music, dancing, watching cartoons and netball. Sophie had something called anaemia which means her body didn't have enough red blood cells to carry oxygen to her body tissues to keep them healthy. Because of this she felt tired and breathless. A blood transfusion made her feel much better.

Oooh! I'm falling!
Before you are given a blood transfusion, a small sample of blood will be taken from a vein in your arm. This is to find out what blood group you are. Once they know your blood group, they are ready to give you a transfusion.

Many other children who are recovering from illness, accident or injury may also need blood transfusions.
There are many different blood groups. The main ones are A, B, AB & O and each one of these is either RH positive or negative. So that's eight in total.

Every time you need blood the nurse or doctor will ask you your name and birthday so they can cross-check your answer with your wrist band and the label on the blood you are to receive. This might seem silly if they already know you but they are trained to do it this way to ensure that you get the right blood. You can help by reminding them to ask if they forget.

The nurse will then attach a plastic tube to the bag of blood and then fix this into a tube in your arm. At first the blood may feel a bit cold as it drips into your arm. You may be attached to this tubing for a few hours, but don't worry you'll still be able to do things.

A nurse like me will be around at all times to keep an eye on things. Sometimes you may feel hot or itchy or unwell during your transfusion. If this happens, tell us straight away so we can make you feel better.
**So Where Does the Blood Come From?**

Blood for transfusions come from very kind people. These people, who give their blood for free, are known as blood donors.

All the blood that donors give is checked very carefully to make sure it is as safe as possible. Blood that fails the test is not used.

While it is waiting to be delivered to hospital, it is stored in large fridges in a blood bank.

Most blood collected for transfusions is separated into red cells, platelets and plasma, so you will only be given the part of the blood you really need.

Wow! That's amazing.

Yes, thanks nurse Nicky!
SEE HOW MANY OF THE WORDS LISTED BELOW YOU CAN FIND IN THIS WORDSEARCH. THEY ARE ALL LINKED TO THE VOYAGE ON THE MICROSUB DISCOVERY.

- Antibodies
- Arteries
- Bacteria
- Blood
- Blood donor
- Exercise
- Lungs
- Oxygen
- Plasma
- Platelets
- Pulse
- Pump
- Red cells
- Rest
- Transfusion
- White cells
- Veins

IF YOU KNOW A GROWN UP WHO WANTS TO BECOME A BLOOD DONOR, OR WANTS MORE INFORMATION ON GIVING BLOOD, PLEASE CALL:

AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICE (ARCBS):
13 14 95 OR VISIT WWW.DONATEBLOOD.COM.AU

NEW ZEALAND BLOOD SERVICE (NZBS):
0800 GIVE BLOOD (0800 448 325) OR VISIT WWW.NZBLOOD.CO.NZ

Voyages on the Microsub Discovery has been developed by the UK National Health Service, Blood and Transplant Authority. The BloodSafe Program, funded by the South Australian Department of Health, along with Australian Red Cross Blood Service (ARCBS) and New Zealand Blood Service (NZBS) are over the moon to be given permission to take you down under on a Microsub Discovery Voyage exploring the far reaches of the body. Thank-you to the Australian and New Zealand Society for Blood Transfusion (ANZSBT) for their stamp of approval.

Reproduction in part or whole is strictly forbidden without the prior permission of the UK National Health Service, Blood and Transplant Authority.
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Check out the UK "Fun Zone" at www.blood.co.uk
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